OBBS BONDED FIBERS

PREMIUM BATTINGS MADE TO QU ILTE RS'
Listed in order as samples are collated

HEIRLOOM NATURAL WITH SCRIM: Heirloom® Premium 100% Natural Cotton with Scrim is perfect for quilters seeking
extra strength in cotton batting. Soft and gentle, this batt is made with natural cotton that has a thin stabilizer (scrim) needle
punched into the cotton. This scrim provides superior strength over cotton alone, and prevents the batting from stretching. This
product has a low loft and becomes softer with each washing.
HEIRLOOM AND TUSCANY BLEACHED COTTON: Heirloom® and Tuscany® 100% Bleached Cotton bans are created
specifically for use on white or light colored quilts. Made with the finest clean, bleached, long staple virgin cotton available,
these battings will result in a softly textured, low loft quilt.
HEIRLOOM & TUSCANY UNBLEACHED COTTON: Heirloom® and Tuscany® 100% Cotton batts are made with the finest
clean, unbleached long staple virgin cotton available. Designed for quilters that want a beautiful quilt with a flat, traditional look,
this non-allergenic natural pi - duct provides exceptional softness and is ideal for either hand or machine quilting.
HEIRLOOM PREMIUM 80/20 COTTON BLEND: Heirloom® Premium 80/20 Cotton Blend is one of our most popular
battings. It offers more loft and less weight than traditional cotton. This blend is made with 80% natural cotton and 20% fine
polyester. It is needle punched and has a light resin bonding to provide exceptional strength and durability. It is ideal for hand or
machine quilting.
HEIRLOOM 80/20 BLACK COTTON BLEND: Heirloom® Premium 80/20 Black Cotton Blend is manufactured in the same
manner as our Premium Blend in the natural cotton. Produced by blending 80% dyed cotton and 20% polyester, it provides
quilters with a batting that will not generate light fiber lint on the quilt top during the quilting process. It is highly recommended
for quilts created in black, navy or other dark colors.
HEIRLOOM 80/20 BLEACHED COTTON BLEND: Heirloom® Premium 80/20 Bleached Cotton Blend is highly
recommended for white or very light colored quilts. This batt is manufactured to the same specifications as our Premium 80/20
Blend. In this product, we use 80% bleached cotton fibers and 20% polyester. The batt is lightly needle punched and resin
bonded to provide exceptional strength and durability.
HEIRLOOM 80/20 FUSIBLE COTTON BLEND: Heirloom® Premium 80/20 Fusible Cotton Blend is a double-sided iron-on
batting. This product eliminates the need for the time-consuming steps of pinning or spray basting. Produced to perform in the
same way as our Heirloom Premium Blend, this product allows fusing of the quilt back, batt, and top at the same time.
HEIRLOOM AND TUSCANY WOOL: Heirloom® and Tuscany ® Wool are lightweight, breathable battings that are
comfortable for sleeping in all climates. Hobbs uses the finest superwashed wool to make the batting pleasant to the touch and
less likely to shrink. It is spray-bonded to provide added durability and resist bearding and migration. The loft and resilience
inherent to the wool fibers allow quilting designs to show off to great advantage.
TUSCANY SILK: Tuscany® Silk is supple, soft and drapes like no other batting. The luxurious feel is ideal for both quilts and
garments. This Tuscany batt is a blend of 90% very fine imported silk filaments and 10% fine polyester. It is carded and resin
bonded to help retard bearding and fiber migration. It quilts magnificently by hand or machine.
THERMORE: Thermore® is made with 100% polyester and is surface treated with our own unique process, creating a
polyester batting that is guaranteed not to beard or migrate. Therrnore ® was originally designed for clothing and miniatures.
It is exceptionally versatile and can be used successfully wherever low loft and stability are needed or preferred.
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POLY-DOWN: Poly-Down is made with very line white denier polyester that provides a lovely soft drape and makes this
batting exceptional for hand quilting. Poly-Down is resin bonded to provide added durability and resist bearding and migration.
It is machine washable, non-allergenic and maintains loft.

TUSCANY POLYESTER: Tuscany® Premium Polyester batting is superbly soft, drapes well, and is manufactured to the
highest industry specifications. Exceptional for hand quilting, it is also prized by machine quilters for the loft that accentuates
quilting details. Made with the finest siliconized, very fine denier polyester, the fibers are carded, cross lapped, and resin bonded
to retard bearding.
TUSCANY COTTON WOOL: Tuscany ® Cotton Wool Blend is a created from 80% fine cotton and 20% superwashed wool.
It is designed for hand quilting, as well as machine and long-arm projects. This Tuscany blend will resist bunching and fiber
migration. The addition of the wool adds loft and lends a nice drape and softness to the quilt without compromising the stability
of the batting. It is perfect for wall-hangings or bed quilts.

200 Commerce Drive • Waco, TX 76710
Phone: 254-741-0040 • Fax: 254-772-7238
Email: sales@hobbsbondedfibers.com • Web: www.hobbsbatting.com
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